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Turning Options in to Opportunities

Next September you will be entering the Upper School here at Les Quennevais. You will embark 

upon a new and exciting, yet challenging, chapter of your school career.

The Options process marks the beginning of one of the most significant changes in your school life. For the 

first time, you are going to have a direct influence and say in the subjects you wish to pursue at a higher 

level. Make no mistake; this is an exciting and important milestone for you as a student. The choices you 

make at this stage can affect your Post-16 study, the University course you take and even your future 

career!

As a school we are committed to ensuring each and every one of you has the chance to achieve your 

personal best. We have designed a Key Stage 4 curriculum that has the widest variety and diversity of 

subjects offered by any school in the Island. We are proud to cater for the needs of a wide range of learners, 

each with different strengths, interests and passions for learning. In short, there is something for everyone and, therefore, huge opportunities 

for individual success in future examinations. Many of you are highly academic, gifted learners; others have great skill, interest and considerable 

ability in practical and creative subjects. Our curriculum at Key Stage 4 must challenge each and every one of you, drawing out and extending 

potential and inspiring further curiosity and interest.

I am committed as Headteacher to ensure we provide and deliver an educational experience rooted in excellence and enjoyment. I am ambitious 

for each of you as a learner and for what each of you has the potential to become and achieve. All staff at Les Quennevais take enormous 

pride in seeing you mature as young adults during your time in the Upper School as you begin to engage deeply with new subjects as well as 

with those you already love. You may be inspired by teachers and the learning that takes place to pursue a career or explore further pathways 

of learning in these subjects. This is the time when magic can happen; a real desire to learn, a thirst to enquire more deeply, a greater level of 

commitment and focus, forming aspirations and ambitions.
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As you move through the Upper School, the relationships you develop with staff will be invaluable because you will need their support, advice 

and guidance on a whole range of issues; not just with your learning, but in dealing with the many complex issues that face young people in 

today’s society. We recognise and value the importance of knowing you and your families well and we see the Options process as a time to 

reinforce and build on the partnership that exists between home and school. This partnership is instrumental in ensuring each of you fully 

commits to the hard work that lies ahead. With the right balance of support and challenge you will earn great success at the end of Year 11.

In addition to the academic curriculum at Key Stage 4, you will have huge opportunities to make a contribution to wider school life as our senior 

students. Student Leadership is a fundamental part of life as an Upper School student at Les Quennevais. We offer you experiences as diverse 

as Prefects, Sports Leaders, House Captains, Primary Liaison Leaders, Curriculum Leaders and Community Leaders. The skills you will develop in 

these roles will significantly enhance your overall development as a student and impress both Post -16 Institutions and future employers.

It is often the ‘additional’ experiences, the memorable moments, such as Red Nose Day, Activity Weeks, Duke of Edinburgh Expeditions, other 

educational visits, such as ski trips and Atlanta, and finally the Leavers Ceremony and Ball, which leave a lasting memory of your precious days 

at school. I believe these experiences are as important as offering a rich and challenging academic curriculum in shaping your future lives. Make 

the most of both and you will be set up for a lifetime of excellence and enjoyment; my greatest wish for each and every one of you.

Our school has a powerful sense of identity and purpose, with a unique atmosphere: happy, friendly, united, successful and forward thinking. 

Our role as a school is to ensure that you leave fully equipped with the skills, confidence and qualifications you need to succeed in the wider 

world and become global citizens of the twenty-first century.

Sarah Hague

Headteacher
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This booklet is produced to help you choose from the Options 

subjects available, together with providing information about 

the core subjects which will be studied namely English, 

Mathematics, Science, PE and PSE.

With regard to Options it is important that each student’s 

curriculum is well balanced as future plans can change so it 

is imperative to keep the range of choices for later life open. 

However, in Key Stage 4 it is appropriate to begin to specialise 

in some subjects that match interest and ability, and possible 

future career and educational aspirations.

Please can you…

• READ THIS PROSPECTUS CAREFULLY

• SHOW IT TO PEOPLE AT HOME AND DISCUSS IT WITH THEM

• DISCUSS IT WITH SUBJECT TEACHERS

Over the next few weeks, you will need to think carefully about the 

Options subjects that you would like to choose to study in Years 10 

and 11. You will receive guidance from the Head of Careers Mr Pitman 

who runs courses on decision-making which will help you make 

informed subject choices. Jersey Careers works closely with upper 

school students providing information about subject choices and the 

links with opportunities at Post 16. Additionally you will be able to 

carry out your own research using our on line careers programmes 

“Launchpad”. If you require more information about the Options 

system or any of the subjects described in this prospectus, then you 

should speak to your Form Tutor, Mrs Bardsley or Mr Pitman.

Due to student choices, courses may require modifi cation. Therefore 

it is possible that not all courses will run, particularly if student uptake 

is low. Every effort will be made to allocate the highest preferences, 

however, in any open system we cannot guarantee this. If it is 

necessary to discuss Options further, Mr Pitman or other senior staff 

will see students individually.

Student Guidance

Over the next few weeks, you will need to think carefully about the 

Options subjects that you would like to choose to study in Year 10 

and 11. You will receive guidance from the Head of Careers, Mrs 

Ashley who runs courses on decision-making which will help you 

make informed subject choices. Jersey Careers works closely with 

upper school students providing information about subject choices 

and the links with opportunities at Post 16. Additionally you will 

be able to carry out your own research using our on line careers 

programmes “Launchpad”. If you require more information about the 

Options system or any of the subjects described in this prospectus, 

then you should speak to your Form Tutor, Mr Morris or Mrs Ashley. 

Due to student choices, courses may require modification. Therefore 

it is possible that not all courses will run, particularly if student uptake 

is low. Every effort will be made to allocate the highest preferences, 

however, in any open system we cannot guarantee this. If it is 

necessary to discuss Options further, Mrs Ashley or other senior staff 

will see students individually.  



Start by asking yourself 
two important questions...

If you like the sound of these ‘new’ 

subjects, talk to staff who teach them

Research your chosen 

career and fi nd out

what you need to study 

now and in the future

YES NO

Which subjects am I the 

most successful in?

Find out about those subjects you 

have not studied at school yet

Do you have an idea about 

a job or a career yet?

Choose Your Options Subjects

Which subjects do I enjoy 

or like the sound of?

Ask your teachers how well you are doing and 

how you might do in that GCSE subject

Read this Options Booklet 

carefully and identify 

subjects you might like to 

study for two years

Get advice from;

• Parents

• Teachers

• Head of Year

• Head of Careers

• Research



The Aims 

• To develop the ability of our students to articulate their 

thoughts and feelings in a way that will allow them to take 

control of their lives

• To allow our students to explore their own moral and cultural 

standpoints and to grow through the exchange of ideas and 

beliefs

• To develop as critical readers, who are able to distinguish 

between fact and opinion, so that the decisions they make in life 

are informed and constructive

• To develop a love of reading and language that will last for a 

lifetime.

The Course

Most of the students are entered for two separate GCSE’s, English 

Language and English Literature.  We tailor our courses to suit the 

students.  In English Literature, for example, there is a wide range of 

set texts which can be studied, and this offers something stimulating 

and exciting for every student.

The GCSE English Language and Literature course are linear and 

assessed by terminal, externally assessed, examinations in Year 11. 

Throughout both courses, emphasis is placed upon learning core 

confi dence as learners, equipping them to study the subject at A level 

and beyond.

Those students for whom two GCSE’s would be inappropriate are 

offered a single GCSE in English Language.  In addition, we cater for 

students who are not quite ready yet for GCSE by offering them 

the opportunity to gain qualifi cations in Functional Skills.  This 

qualifi cation allows them to access higher level courses at Highlands, 

should they wish to continue their education.

GCSE English &
GCSE English Literature
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The study of Mathematics goes far beyond numbers – mathematicians seek out patterns, propose new theories and pursue the 

truth using reasoning and skills of deduction … they are not only interested in adopting a particular set of rules, but also what 

happens when you change the rules.  Mathematics is a collection of extended and collaborative games of ‘what if’ which enhance 

and further thinking skills and understanding for personal enjoyment and successful careers.

The aims 

To develop your reasoning skills and your knowledge and 

understanding of key mathematical processes.  Students have 

opportunities to attend enrichment sessions and revision classes 

with the purpose of furthering their potential in this core area.

Students will deepen their understanding of the traditional 

GCSE course and prepare themselves fully in terms of skills and 

understanding to pursue Mathematics academically beyond GCSE, 

and in their everyday lives.

The course

Students are studying for the AQA Linear GCSE course which they 

have started work for in Year 9.  It consists of 2 exams in the June of 

Year 11, one Calculator and one Non-Calculator paper.  Work during 

Year 9 will help us to decide whether you start studying for the 

Higher (A* to D) or Foundation (C to G) course.

Those high attaining students may get the opportunity to also work 

towards a Certifi cate in Further Mathematics during Year 11.

We also offer an Entry Level course for students which GCSE is not 

appropriate.

GCSE Mathematics

Students are studying for the AQA Linear GCSE course which they 

have started work for in Year 9.  It consists of 3 exams in the June 

of Year 11, two Calculator and one Non-Calculator paper.  There 

are two tiers of entry for the course, the Foundation (1–5) and the 

Higher (4–9). A decision as to which tier will be taken will be decided 

on an individual basis throughout the duration of the course. 

Those high attaining students may get the opportunity to also work 

towards a Certificate in Further Mathematics during Year 11.

There is also a possibility of an Entry Level course for students for 

whom GCSE is not appropriate.  



The Aims

To help you develop and deepen your understanding of yourself and 

the society you live in.  Moving through the teenage years, many 

crucial decisions have to be made about lifestyles and career paths.  

The courses you will follow with in PSE will allow you to rehearse 

strategies for dealing with the challenging situations you will face 

in adult life, in areas such as sexuality, substance use, business 

enterprise and money management. 

The Course

In your weekly PSE lesson, you will follow a series of courses, most 

lasting for half a term.  There will be opportunities to share your 

own views on relevant issues, and to hear what others have to 

say.  Whenever possible, you will be able to carry out practical tasks, 

such as setting up your own company with a loan from the PSE 

Department during the “Enterprise” unit.  You will be able to explore 

your rights, quizzing local politicians and others with responsibilities 

in our community.  You will be able to learn what it would be like to be 

a parent, through caring for an electronic baby for a weekend.  Year 

11 courses also help you make those vital decisions about what to do 

after leaving Les Quennevais School. 

Personal and
Social Education

Core P.E. is an opportunity for all students to continue to 

improve and enjoy activities previously visited at Key Stage 3. 

Students will have the option to choose the activities that they 

participate in.  The emphasis switches from performer to coach/

leader and official as students are encouraged to experience 

and adopt new roles in Physical Education.  

In addition to the more traditional activities such as football, rugby, 

netball, hockey, tennis, badminton, swimming, cricket, rounders, 

softball and trampolining, we provide the opportunity for students to 

experience a number of new activities including squash, racket ball, 

weight training and aerobics.  

We provide a range of certified courses for students to engage in 

which include:  

• The Level 1 Junior Sports Leader Award, a nationally recognised 

qualification that results in a student teaching a Primary School 

PE lesson.  

• Football Association Junior Football Organiser qualification.

• English Netball Association Netball Organiser award.

As well as these courses studied in lessons we also have links with 

the Sports Centre allowing students to enrol in the Pool Lifeguard 

course and the FA Referee course.  

At KS4 we provide activity choices and extension opportunities 

because above all, our aim is to is to help students enjoy physical 

activity and to acquire a passion for and interest in lifelong sporting 

activity.

Physical
Education (Core)
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GCSE Science    

The aims 

The course aims to encourage students to:

• Develop their interest in, and enthusiasm for science

• Develop a critical approach to scientifi c evidence and methods

• Acquire and apply skills, knowledge and understanding of how 

science works and its essential role in society

• Acquire scientifi c skills, knowledge and understanding necessary 

for progression to further learning.

Students are encouraged to develop their ability to understand 

important scientifi c concepts and make informed decisions about 

scientifi c issues. They will be able to understand and refl ect critically 

on the information presented in the media or other sources. Students 

will use ICT as well as more traditional sources of information to carry 

out their own research. They will have to select, organise and present 

information clearly and logically, using appropriate scientifi c terms 

and conventions, again using ICT skills when necessary. 
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out their own research. They will have to select, organise and present 

information clearly and logically, using appropriate scientific terms 

and conventions, again using ICT skills when necessary. 
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Science A & Additional Science

Studying GCSE Science A and Additional Science will allow students 

to maintain a balanced study of all the three Sciences. Study for 

this course will take place over two years with students attending 

fi ve lessons per week. There will be two practical assessments 

throughout the two years and the course will be assessed by terminal 

examinations. Attainment at the appropriate grade in these subjects 

will afford access to AS and A Level courses.

Science A & Additional Science

Studying GCSE Science A and Additional Science will allow students 

to maintain a balanced study of all the three Sciences. Study for 

this course will take place over two years with students attending 

five lessons per week. There will be two practical assessments 

throughout the two years and the course will be assessed by terminal 

examinations. Attainment at the appropriate grade in these subjects 

will afford access to AS and A Level courses.

GCSE Combined Science 

Students will be studying the new AQA Combined Science GCSE. It is 

the equivalent of 2 GCSEs. Students will attend 6 periods of Science 

each week which will cover Biology, Chemistry and Physics in equal 

measure. The new course requires every student to complete a 

minimum of 21 directed practical investigations and their knowledge 

of these will be now be assessed by a written examination. All of the 

Science examinations are now terminal and will take place at the end 

of year 11. Completing the Combined Science GCSEs will allow access 

to AS/A level courses.



GCSE Dance

The Aims

GCSE Dance is ideal if you are committed to dance and want to learn 

more. It will develop your own expertise in performance, choreography 

and the study of professional dance work. For the duration of the 

course, you will have experience working in a number of dance styles 

but the main focus will be in contemporary dance. You will explore 

choreographic techniques and study the works of six of the dance 

industry’s most prolific companies. You will also have the opportunity 

to perform at the Jersey Eisteddfod, watch and work with professional 

companies in workshops and showcase your work through evenings 

at school. 

The Course

The assessment of the course is divided into 60% practical 

performance assessed during Year 11 and 40% written exam theory 

taken at the end of the course. 

Component 1 - Practical 60%

Performance - You will perform a solo dance set by the exam board, 

and a duet / trio set by the teacher. 

Choreography - You will choreograph and perform either a solo or a 

duet / trio. 

Component 2 - Written exam 40%

You will complete an 1.5 hour exam at the end of Year 11, assessing 

your knowledge and understanding of choreographic processes 

and performing skills, critical appreciation of own work and critical 

appreciation of professional works.

GCSE Dance is suited to students who are highly motivated and 

enthusiastic, who enjoy dance and want to both improve their 

own skills and knowledge but also widen their understanding and 

appreciation of professional dance. 



GCSE Design TechnologyGCSE Design Technology

Do you like designing and making in fi ne materials?

In Resistant Materials, we aim to develop students’ practical ability 

along with designing skills and make them more aware of materials, 

processes, their uses and environmental issues.  

Those who enjoy designing and making can continue their studies to 

degree level or use their work as a foundation for learning a trade. 

The course

This two year course is a demanding blend of designing and making 

where a student’s determination to succeed will be tested to the limit 

but rewarded with success.  Students will have the opportunity to 

design and make quality products from a range of materials and work 

will include Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing.  

Students will enjoy being independent learners, thinkers, designers 

and makers where a strong commitment to our work ethic and 

getting the job done is an essential ingredient of this challenging 

subject. 

 

Do you like designing and making?

In Design Technology, we aim to develop students’ practical ability

along with designing skills and make them more aware of materials,

processes, their uses and environmental issues.

This new GCSE places greater emphasis on understanding and applying 

design processes. Students will use their creativity and imagination 

to design and make prototypes that solve real and relevant problems, 

considering their own and others’ needs, wants and values.

Those who enjoy designing and making can continue their studies to

degree level or use their work as a foundation for learning a trade.



GCSE Drama

The Aims

• To develop your understanding of what it is like to be in 

somebody else’s shoes.  

• To play parts in different imaginary situations and have the 

opportunity to create your own work as well as look at plays 

written by other people.

• To acquire skills in working with others, problem solving and 

communication.  

• To feel more self-confi dent and prepared to deal with a range of 

different situations and people.    

The Course

In part one of the course you use drama to express your feelings and 

ideas about a range of issues.

In part two of the course you look at plays to see how a playwright 

expresses their ideas about a theme or topic and explore ways of 

making the play work on stage.  

In part three of the course you will have the choice of being involved 

in the performance of the play from an existing script or one you can 

create yourselves.  This will be examined by an external examiner.  As 

there is no written examination Documentary Evidence is completed 

to refl ect your thinking throughout.  

Activities include:

• Regular trips to Jersey Arts Centre and Opera House

• Workshops with Theatre Companies

• Year 10 Showcase

GCSE Drama

Aims 

•  Students learn to collaborate with others, think analytically and 

evaluate effectively. 

•  Students gain the confidence to pursue their own ideas, reflect 

and refine their efforts. 

• Students of GCSE Drama emerge with a toolkit of transferable 

skills, applicable both in further studies and in the workplace.

GCSE Drama – What will I need to do?

We follow the OCR GCSE Drama syllabus, and we are excited about 

the opportunities it offers. There are three components to the course:

1. A chance to create a devised piece of theatre for a live audience 

which will be marked by the teacher and moderated by the exam 

board.

2. A final performance of two key extracts from a text which will be 

externally assessed by an examiner.

3. An exam to be taken at the end of the course: the first part is 

based on a script we will study and will ask for you to imagine 

how you might perform the extract or character, and the second 

part where you use performance notes you have brought into 

the exam with you to write about a theatre performance you 

have seen.

What other opportunities will I have?

•  Frequent theatre trips to local theatres to help prepare for your 

final examination and theatre piece.

•  A possible Drama trip to London.

•  A chance to perform in the Showcase and, hopefully, in the 

school production.



GCSE Fine Art

Then perhaps the GCSE in Fine Art is for you!

The project work at Key Stage 3 enables students to hit the ground 

running at the beginning of the GCSE course as we fi nd that students 

come to us as competent, confi dent and exciting artists, brimming 

with potential.

Coupled with our knowledge and understanding of every individuals 

artistic interests and personal attributes, it does mean that students 

are very much geared up to create work of exceptional value from 

the start of Year 10.  Students will explore a range of techniques and 

develop their analytical skills further on the course, creating a large 

portfolio of work which is visually stunning.  Many of our students 

achieve 100% marks at GCSE, which equates to an A* grade.  Visiting 

moderators often comment on the Artwork at Les Quennevais School 

as being the best they see from across the whole of the UK.  We have 

an unerring commitment to bring out the potential of every GCSE 

student and leave them with a passion for Art well beyond the end of 

their formal schooling.  

Calling all special thinkers, day dreamers, doodlers and creative geniuses!

Only ever happy when you’ve got a paintbrush in your hand?

Think you see the world from a special angle?

Love the idea of really exploring your creative potential to the absolute limit and then fi nding you can do even more?

GCSE Fine Art

Coupled with our knowledge and understanding of every individual’s 

artistic interests and personal attributes, it does mean that students 

are very much geared up to create work of exceptional value from 

the start of Year 10. Students will explore a range of techniques and 

develop their analytical skills further on the course, creating a large 

portfolio of work which is visually stunning. Many of our students 

achieve 100% marks at GCSE, which equates to a grade 9. Visiting 

moderators often comment on the Artwork at Les Quennevais School 

as being the best they see from across the whole of the UK. We have 

an unerring commitment to bring out the potential of every GCSE 

student and leave them with a passion for Art well beyond the end 

of their formal schooling. Students will be expected to write in detail 

about their work and the work of their artists throughout the course, 

alongside all their creative work.



• Why is the incidence of childhood obesity increasing?

• What is modifi ed starch and how does it work?

• Should we keep hens in cages in order to produce cheap eggs?

• How are new products developed from test kitchen to factory fl oor?

GCSE Food Preparation  
and Nutrition

This is a new specification suitable for students of all ability ranges. 

The course aims to develop practical food preparation skills and to 

foster an understanding of nutrition and health, food science, food 

safety, food choice and food preserving.

The course is assessed with one written exam worth 50% of the 

GCSE and two pieces of coursework. The coursework includes a food 

investigation, worth 15% of the GCSE, where you will experiment 

and consider the functional and chemical properties of ingredients. 

This will be written up as a report. The second task, worth 35% of 

the GCSE, you will show your knowledge, skills and understating in 

relation to the planning, preparation, cooking, presentation of food 

and application of nutrition related to the chosen task. You will 

prepare, cook and present a final menu of three dishes within a single 

three hour period.



French forms an integral part of the working and leisure life of Jersey.  It is an asset in the legal profession and it is particularly 

useful if you are considering a career in international business, travel, tourism and journalism.  

GCSE French

Linguistic and cultural understanding are vital in today’s European 

and global communities and an ability to communicate effectively 

when visiting or travelling through France or any other French 

speaking country is important.

A language is also widely considered as an academic subject, so 

a GCSE in French helps your chances when applying to post-16 

institutions and higher education.  

Also, French can be combined with many other subjects at University.  

So perhaps the question should be not, “Why French?” but “Why not 

French?”

Your lessons will cover all aspects of language work, including 

listening, speaking, reading, writing and grammar.  You will be involved 

in role-play, conversations, pair and group work, ICT, Video/DVD and 

discussion work.  You will also have the opportunity to visit France at 

least once for practical experience.

The course is divided into four “Modules”.

1. Work and Education

2. Lifestyle

3. Leisure

4. Home and Environment.  

GCSE French

The course is divided into three themes.

1.  Identity and Culture

2.  Local, national and international and global areas of interest

3.  Current and future study and employment

Each Theme contains a number of topics. Your lessons will cover 

all aspects of language work, including listening, speaking, reading, 

writing and grammar. You will be involved in role-play, conversations, 

pair and group work, ICT, Video/DVD and discussion work. You will 

also have the opportunity to visit France at least once for practical 

experience.



The study of Geography includes the analysis of social, economic 

and environmental processes that affect nature.  Don’t you think it 

is important to know all about this in depth?  Don’t you feel the need 

to have knowledge of our Earth?  If you feel the need to, you have a 

reason to say that Geography is important.  

The natural wealth of a region owed its existence to the region’s 

geographical conditions.  The geographical location of the region 

infl uences its climate, which in turn infl uences the life forms that 

can thrive in that region.  Why does oil come from Saudi Arabia?  Why 

are China and India the largest producers of rice?  Why do camels 

populate the African terrains and polar bears inhabit the Arctic?  

Why does the deciduous forest biome inhabit parts of America, 

Asia, Europe, Africa and Australia?  Why are rainforests found in the 

equatorial regions?  

It is all because of the diverse geographical conditions around the 

world.  

GCSE Geography students will be expected to complete two days of 

fi eldwork (one Physical and one Human) as part of their coursework.

GCSE Geography consists of the study of our planet in greater depth than at KS3.  We examine its climatic conditions, the various 

land forms on the planet and the different natural occurrences.  It encompasses a wide knowledge base.  It includes the spatial 

analysis of human and natural phenomena, the exploration of earth sciences and the relationship between nature and human life. 

Health and Social Care 
Technical Award Level 2

These are the sort of issues that you will be investigating in Health 

and Social Care.

 

 Health & Social Care

• Are you interested in working with people?

• What is needed for the emotional and social development of children?

• What kinds of services are available to assist the elderly to lead a good quality life?

• How do you take a person’s blood pressure or peak fl ow reading and what might the results show?

• Should alcohol be banned?

Health and Social Care 
Technical Award Level 2

These are the sort of issues that you will be investigating in Health 

and Social Care.

 

 Health & Social Care

• Are you interested in working with people?

• What is needed for the emotional and social development of children?

• What kinds of services are available to assist the elderly to lead a good quality life?

• How do you take a person’s blood pressure or peak fl ow reading and what might the results show?

• Should alcohol be banned?

GCSE Health & Social Care

These are the sort of issues that you will be investigating in Health 

and Social Care.  In this subject students can gain up to two GSCE’s.  

The course involves four units of work, two pieces of coursework 

and two examinations.  You will use your researching, investigating 

and evaluating skills when producing the assignments.  

 

 Health & Social Care

• Are you interested in working with people?

• What is needed for the emotional and social development of children?

• What kinds of services are available to assist the elderly to lead a good quality life?

• How do you take a person’s blood pressure or peak fl ow reading and what might the results show?

• Should alcohol be banned?

Students will be studying the new AQA GCSE syllabus. This exciting 

and stimulating course studies Geography in a balanced framework  

of physical and human themes and investigates the link between 

them. Students will travel the world from the classroom, exploring 

case studies in the UK, newly emerging economies (NEEs) and lower 

income countries (LICs). Topics of study include climate change, 

poverty, deprivation, global shifts in economic power, the challenge  

of sustainable resource use and the causes, effects and responses  

to natural hazards.

GCSE students will be expected to participate in a 4 day off Island 

field trip to Cumbria.

Upon completion of this two-year course, students will have the skills 

and experience to progress onto A-level and beyond.

GCSE Geography



The study of Geography includes the analysis of social, economic 

and environmental processes that affect nature.  Don’t you think it 

is important to know all about this in depth?  Don’t you feel the need 

to have knowledge of our Earth?  If you feel the need to, you have a 

reason to say that Geography is important.  

The natural wealth of a region owed its existence to the region’s 

geographical conditions.  The geographical location of the region 

infl uences its climate, which in turn infl uences the life forms that 

can thrive in that region.  Why does oil come from Saudi Arabia?  Why 

are China and India the largest producers of rice?  Why do camels 

populate the African terrains and polar bears inhabit the Arctic?  

Why does the deciduous forest biome inhabit parts of America, 

Asia, Europe, Africa and Australia?  Why are rainforests found in the 

equatorial regions?  

It is all because of the diverse geographical conditions around the 

world.  

GCSE Geography students will be expected to complete two days of 

fi eldwork (one Physical and one Human) as part of their coursework.

GCSE Geography consists of the study of our planet in greater depth than at KS3.  We examine its climatic conditions, the various 

land forms on the planet and the different natural occurrences.  It encompasses a wide knowledge base.  It includes the spatial 

analysis of human and natural phenomena, the exploration of earth sciences and the relationship between nature and human life. 

Health and Social Care 
Technical Award Level 2

These are the sort of issues that you will be investigating in Health 

and Social Care.

 

 Health & Social Care

• Are you interested in working with people?

• What is needed for the emotional and social development of children?
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GCSE Health & Social Care

These are the sort of issues that you will be investigating in Health 

and Social Care.  In this subject students can gain up to two GSCE’s.  

The course involves four units of work, two pieces of coursework 

and two examinations.  You will use your researching, investigating 

and evaluating skills when producing the assignments.  

 

 Health & Social Care

• Are you interested in working with people?

• What is needed for the emotional and social development of children?

• What kinds of services are available to assist the elderly to lead a good quality life?

• How do you take a person’s blood pressure or peak fl ow reading and what might the results show?

• Should alcohol be banned?•  How are the health care services organised in Jersey?

BTEC Health and Social Care
Technical Award Level 2

This course provides an introduction to life and work within the 

Health and Social Care sector. 

The course is made up of three components:

Component 1 – Human Life Span + Development (30% Coursework)

Component 2 – Health and Social Care (30% Coursework)

Component 3 – Health and Wellbeing (4% Examination)

This course can lead on to courses and employment in a wide range

of careers such as health care, nursing, social work, occupational

health, childcare and many other people-related careers.



GCSE History    

The aim 

To develop your understanding of the past and how it has infl uenced 

the present.

The course

You will be able to develop your evaluation skills by using a range of 

events and evidence to reach balanced, supported conclusions. These 

skills are very important in several careers, especially those involving 

working with people and being able to evaluate situations; teaching, 

child care, the Police, law and journalism.
We continue to develop all the historical skills you have been using at 

KS3. We cover 4 very distinct topics. Britain: Health and the people 

from the year 1000 allows you to follow medical developments in 

Britain from Norman times to the modern day, allowing you to see 

examples of progress and regress. In the Elizabethan England depth 

study you will gain an understanding of the 45 year reign of Elizabeth 

I, focusing on the challenge of ruling the country as a female in a 

solely male environment. In the third unit, students will study an 

aspect of conflict and tension from the 20th Century, involving the 

complex relationships between a number of different countries on the 

international stage, and accounting for why the world frequently fell 

into destructive wars in this time period. For the final unit, students 

will undertake a modern depth study, analysing the key features and 

issues of a significant modern nation.

	  

GCSE History



ICT Cida Level 2

This qualifi cation aims to:

• equip young people with the knowledge, understanding and 

skills they need to design and make, e�ective digital products 

for others to use

• enable young people to use digital tools as a means of 

expression to inform, persuade and entertain

• foster young people’s creativity and develop their independent 

learning skills

• challenge young people to refl ect on what they produce and 

strive for excellence

• increase young people’s awareness of their responsibilities in 

the digital world and their respect of other people’s rights

• equip young people with professional, real-world skills in 

planning, project  management and communication

• give young people the knowledge, understanding and skills they 

need to support future learning and exploit the creative digital 

industries.

Course 

This course is equivalent to a GCSE. All students will study: Unit 1 

and 4 of this course. 

Unit 1 Designing Web Products. 

This will be based on a formal exam where students design, test and 

evaluate their own sample website.

 Unit 4 Game Making. 

This unit engages students creative skills designing and coding a 

game application.

An interest in computing and digital technologies is essential if you 

are to enjoy this course. 

 

The UK is a world leader in the creative digital industries, such as in the creation of visual e�ects for fi lms and computer games. 
However, there is growing recognition that we need to build on and improve the UK’s capability and capacity for technical 
innovation and creativity in this area.

This Certifi cate in Digital Applications has been designed to engage and enthuse students with an interest in creative computing, 
for example digital graphics and animations, interactive multimedia products and computer games. Our aim is to encourage 
students to consider pursuing education, training and career paths which will contribute to the nation’s economic wellbeing, while 
achieving job satisfaction and reward.

ICT Cida Level 2



The aim

Music is constantly evolving, inspiring creativity and expression in a 

way that no other subject can. That’s why we follow a relevant and 

contemporary GCSE qualification that offers you the chance to study 

a wide range of musical genres, with more opportunities for practical 

learning. Music at Les Quennevais brings theory, listening and 

composition to life in new and engaging ways, and links to the world 

around us like never before. 

Every student has different learning styles and musical tastes, 

which is why our GCSE values all music styles, skills and instruments. 

Broaden your mind and foster a love of all music with a qualification 

that students of all abilities and backgrounds will enjoy.

The course

Core content

1. Understanding music

2. Performing music

3. Composing music

Unit 1: Understanding Music 40%

Listening and contextual understanding

How it’s assessed:

Exam paper with listening exercises and written questions using 

excerpts of music.

Unit 2: Performing Music 30%

Music performance

How it’s assessed:

Performance 1: Solo performance 

Performance 2: Ensemble performance

A minimum of four minutes of performance in total is required, of 

which a minimum of one minute must be the ensemble performance.

Unit 3: Composing Music 30%

Music Composition

How it’s assessed:

Composition 1: Composition to a brief

Composition 2: Free composition.

A minimum of three minutes of music in total is required. 

GCSE Music



The aim

GCSE Photography at Les Quennevais aims to develop student’s 

ability to see the world in a new and interesting way. We want our 

students to be inquisitive and experimental in their approach to 

photography, using cameras to challenge the everyday perspective.

The course

At KS4 we follow AQA GCSE Art and Design, which is an inspiring 

course that encourages students to consider a wide range of 

approaches, expressing themselves through different materials, 

media and techniques. Students gain understanding of composition 

and technical skills behind the discipline, research a range of inspiring 

photographers and learn interesting ways in which to edit and 

present their final responses. Students produce portfolio projects 

exploring identity, abstraction and landscapes over the course and  

a final project set by the exam board.

GCSE Photography



The course

We currently have two pathways in GCSE Physical Education. Please 

talk to the PE staff to find out which course you would be most 

suited to.

AQA GCSE Physical Education 

You will study both theoretical and practical elements for GCSE PE. In 

practical lessons, you can be assessed in a wide range of activities, 

which will include swimming. In theory lessons, you will cover a 

variety of topics, including Anatomy and Physiology, Movement 

Analysis and Sports Psychology. The theory accounts for 60% of the 

final grade and is assessed by 2 separate exams. The remaining 40% 

is practical, 10% of which involves Analysis and Evaluation of a sport. 

As well as being an ideal preparation for A Level Physical Education, 

GCSE PE allows for progression to the Sport course at Highlands 

and other related qualifications. Students will sit all their exams and 

submit all their non-exam assessment at the end of the course. 

Cambridge National Award in Sport

Sports Studies Level 1 and 2

This course is a vocationally related qualification that takes an 

engaging and practical approach to learning and assessment. It is 

industry-relevant and it suits a broad range of learning styles. In 

theory lessons, you will cover Contemporary Issues in Sport and this 

element is assessed in a 1 hour exam. The practical part of the course 

involves Developing Sports Skills, Sports Leadership and Outdoor 

Education. The qualification is available as an Award (2 units) and a 

Certificate (4 units), with the Level 2 Certificate being the equivalent 

to GCSE Physical Education Grade C. Results are awarded with either 

Pass, Merit or Distinction at both Levels 1 and 2, with a new grading 

of Distinction* at Level 2 to really inspire students to achieve more, 

whereby a Distinction at Level 2 is the equivalent to GCSE A*.

GCSE Physical Education



Portuguese is not only spoken in Portugal but also in Brazil, (half

of South America’s population speak Portuguese!) and some

African countries. In fact there are between 205 and 230 million

Portuguese speakers in the world today. So knowledge of this

language would be an asset in the world of work (especially in

Jersey) and since a foreign language at GCSE is also considered a

valuable qualification as an academic subject at GCSE, it could help

your chances when applying for further education.

You do not need any previous knowledge of Portuguese, as all

students start from the beginning, but if you know French, Italian or

Spanish, you will find Portuguese much easier to learn. The course

last two years and the focus is on developing good written and

verbal skills.

There are four topics to study:

1. Home and local area

2. Health and Sport

3. Leisure and Entertainment

4. Travel and the wider world.

GCSE Portuguese



The Aim

The GCSE Religious Studies course in called ‘Ethics, Philosophy 

and Religion in Society’ and is one of the top performing GCSE 

options. You will especially enjoy this course if you are interested in 

challenging questions about the meaning and purpose of life, current 

affairs around the globe, different cultures, viewpoints, and ways  

of life.

The Course

You will improve your understanding of religion, philosophy and ethics, 

and the ways these form the basis of culture and moral decision 

making. You will deepen your understanding of the moral issues 

people face in life and the diverse ways in which they may respond 

to them. You will be challenged with questions about belief, values, 

purpose and truth, encouraging you to develop your own attitudes 

towards religious and ethical issues.

We use relevant and intriguing items from the news to enhance the 

topical nature of the course. The issues covered are varied, from 

crime and punishment to medical ethics, and stimulate a wide range 

of religious and non-religious views. Because of the nature of these 

topics, there are plenty of opportunities for research, discussion and 

debate. We explore the beliefs of Christianity and Islam in depth, 

relating these to the ethical issues studied and giving you the 

opportunity to evaluate religious answers, and challenge your own 

opinions. 

Through studying RS at GCSE, you will develop the higher level skills 

sought after in the workplace and will enable you to flourish as a 

citizen of a diverse, multi-cultural global community. You will be able 

to make informed, critical judgments, give your own opinions clearly 

and develop empathy, respect and understanding of others. These 

skills are especially valuable in any career which involves interacting 

with a wide range of people.

GCSE Religious Studies



GCSE Spanish   

So Knowledge of such an important language would be a great asset 

in the world of work and since a language is also widely considered as 

an academic subject, a GCSE in Spanish could help your chances when 

applying for further education.  

You do not need any previous experience of Spanish as all students 

start from the beginning, but if you have some knowledge of French, 

Italian or Portuguese, you will fi nd Spanish that much easier to learn.  

The two year course leads to a GCSE and the focus is on developing 

good written and verbal skills.  

The course is divided into four “Modules”.

1. Work and Education

2. Lifestyle

3. Leisure

4. Home and Environment.

  

 

Spanish is one of the most widely spoken languages in the world.  In fact, there are more Spanish speaking people in the world 

than English speakers.  It is the offi cial language of South America and all of Central America and is increasingly spoken in North 

America.  

The Course is divided into three ‘Modules’ 

1.  Identity and culture

2.  Local, national, international and global area of interest

3.  Current and future study and employment

Spanish



Guided Choices  

Highlands Option

This option involves studying one day per week at Highlands College, 

this is usually a Friday. The courses they offer are of a vocational and 

very practical nature and they include the following specialist areas 

of study: 

1. BTEC Level 1 Diploma in Construction.

2. ABC Level 1 Certifi cate in Fabrication and Welding.

3. IMIAL Level 1 Diploma in Vehicle Maintenance and Repair.

4. City and Guilds Level 1 Diploma in Introduction to the Hospitality 

Industry.

5. City and Guilds Level 1 Diploma in Introduction to the Hair and 

Beauty Sector.

Further details of these courses are available on the separate fl yer 

which can be obtained from Mr Pitman

  

 

For some students following a full range of GCSEs is not the best route for success, as an alternative we are proud of the range of 

intervention subjects that we offer students to support their successful completion of KS4 and entry onto appropriate level Post 

16 courses. The courses we offer are the Highlands Option, ASDAN Bronze Silver Gold, Employability Skills levels 1 & 2 and Sports 

Studies level 2. If you are considered suitable for one of these options, your Form Tutor, Mrs Bardsley, Mr Heaven or Mr Pitman will 

approach you and discuss the details of the courses in more depth.

Students select the challenges from the 13 modules that make up 

the Bronze/Silver/Gold Award Scheme. These are:

• Communication

• The Community

• Sport and Leisure

• Home Management

• The Environment

• Number handling

• Health and Survival

• World of Work

• Science and Technology

• The Wider World

• Expressive Arts

• Beliefs and Values

• Combined Studies

This is a two year course offered to key stage 4 students only. 

Students will work through the modules during Years 10 & 11 in 

order to achieve Bronze, Silver and Gold levels. Students gain credits 

when each chosen module is completed and verifi ed by their subject 

teacher. Six credits are needed to complete the Bronze level, 12 

credits for Silver and 18 credits for Gold. Credits can be carried over 

from each section.  Each level is moderated by external examiners and 

a certifi cate is awarded when each level is achieved.

This award is ASDAN accredited and progresses through Bronze, Silver and Gold levels. It can also link to the ASDAN Further 

Education Award programme. Each programme is designed to develop, assess and accredit key skills and recognise personal 

achievements. The programme offers imaginative ways of developing, recording and certifi cating a wide range of personal qualities, 

abilities and achievements, as well as introducing students to new activities and challenges.

 

For some students following a full range of GCSEs is not the best route for success, as an alternative we are 

proud of the range of intervention subjects that we offer students to support their successful completion of 

KS4 and entry onto appropriate level Post 16 courses. The courses we offer are Bronze, Silver & Gold Award 

and Certificate in Employability Levels 1 & 2. Details of these courses are outlined on the following pages. 

If you are considered suitable for one of these options, your Form Tutor, Mr Morris, Mr Heaven or Mrs Ashley 

will approach you and discuss the details of the courses in more depth.



Students select the challenges from the 13 modules that make up 

the Bronze/Silver/Gold Award Scheme. These are:

• Communication

• The Community

• Sport and Leisure

• Home Management

• The Environment

• Number handling

• Health and Survival

• World of Work

• Science and Technology

• The Wider World

• Expressive Arts

• Beliefs and Values

• Combined Studies

This is a two year course offered to key stage 4 students only. 

Students will work through the modules during Years 10 & 11 in 

order to achieve Bronze, Silver and Gold levels. Students gain credits 

when each chosen module is completed and verifi ed by their subject 

teacher. Six credits are needed to complete the Bronze level, 12 

credits for Silver and 18 credits for Gold. Credits can be carried over 

from each section.  Each level is moderated by external examiners and 

a certifi cate is awarded when each level is achieved.

This award is ASDAN accredited and progresses through Bronze, Silver and Gold levels. It can also link to the ASDAN Further 

Education Award programme. Each programme is designed to develop, assess and accredit key skills and recognise personal 

achievements. The programme offers imaginative ways of developing, recording and certifi cating a wide range of personal qualities, 

abilities and achievements, as well as introducing students to new activities and challenges.

Bronze, Silver and Gold 
Award



Aims of the course

• To develop an understanding of the structure and organisation 

of workplace environments 

• To develop an understanding of employer and employee rights 

and responsibilities in the workplace 

• To encourage the development of the skills needed to work 

autonomously in the workplace 

• To encourage the development of the interpersonal skills 

needed for effective communication in the workplace 

There are 5 units for this qualifi cation. It requires you to undertake 

work- based tasks. Work experience is not required for Units 1,2,3 

and 5 within the Employability Skills certifi cates, however, students 

may use their work experience placement as the basis for their work. 

What the work-placement will be required to do?

The workplace supervisor is only asked to sign off the students 3 

work tasks in Unit 4. These can be basic or more complex based on 

your capabilities. You have to show planning and then evaluate your 

work. Your teacher will complete the entire evidence booklet with 

you, and then at the end of the period of work experience then you 

obtain the signatures to say that the tasks were actually completed.

How long will the placement last for?

Work placements start in September and run until April. From there 
you will come back to school and complete the evidence booklet 
based on what they have found out whilst on placement, for 
example, Job roles and organisational chart.  The Vocational Co-
ordinator will support the students in the work placements and give 
advice on where tasks undertaken fi t into the units of work.

How are the students prepared for this work placement?

During Year 10 the students will work in small groups on two 
different projects.  These projects work on skills and understanding 
that they will need for their work placements in Year 11.  The 
projects will either be ‘Q’ gardens and ‘residential project’ or ‘On 2 
Wheels and ‘residential project’.  As a result of this preparatory work 
the students will also be awarded a bronze award after the fi rst 

academic year.

Employability Skills
Levels 1 & 2

There are 5 units for this qualification. It requires you to undertake 

work- based tasks. Work experience is not required for Units 1,2 and 

3. Within the Employability Skills certificates, however, students will 

use their work experience placement as the basis for their portfolio 

work in all units.

What the work-placement will be required to do?

The workplace supervisor is only asked to sign off the students  

2 work tasks in Unit 4. These can be basic or more complex based on 

your capabilities. You have to show planning and then evaluate your 

work. Your teacher will complete the entire evidence booklet with 

you, and then at the end of the period of work experience then you 

obtain the signatures to say that the tasks were actually completed.

How long will the placement last for?

Work placements start in September and run until February. From 

there you will come back to school and complete the evidence booklet 

based on what they have found out whilst on placement, for example, 

Job roles and organisational chart. The Vocational Coordinator will 

support the students in the work placements and give advice on 

where tasks undertaken fi t into the units of work.

How are the students prepared for this work placement?

During Year 10 the students will work in small groups on two 

different projects. These projects work on skills and understanding 

that they will need for their work placements in Year 11. The projects 

will either be ‘Q’ gardens and ‘residential project’ or ‘On 2 Wheels and 

‘residential project’. As a result of this preparatory work the students 

will also be awarded a bronze award after the fi rst academic year.

Certificate in Employability
Levels 1 & 2



As you make your Option Choices and begin in-depth study into your chosen subjects, there are exciting opportunities available to 

you, refl ecting your move into the Upper School and your development as learners.  

Subject related extended opportunities:

• Double lessons (2 hour) lessons for all Option subjects to allow 

more focussed, in depth study and for greater use of visits and 

outside speakers

• Curriculum based trips and links with local businesses e.g. 

Science Technology Faraday  Lectures, partnership with 

the Dolan Group, Geography fi eldwork, Leisure and Tourism/

Geography UK trip, French visits

• Activities Week on and off-island opportunities including 

exclusive Year 10 Turkey trip

• Sports Leaders Award through PE

• PSE Business Enterprise Unit

• Junior Football and Netball Organiser Awards

• Football Refereeing qualifi cations

• Opportunity to be part of the Year 10 Atlanta Challenge link and 

visit with North Atlanta High School in October

• Students working with feeder primary schools

• School productions, steel bands and live gigs

• Access to resources and staff from home via the VLE (website)

• Double Award Vocational GCSEs

• Jersey French and Portuguese classes

• Access to Island wide Gifted and Talented programmes

Going Further To Be Your Best

• Double lessons for all Option subjects allow more focussed, in 

depth study and for greater use of visits and outside speakers

• Curriculum based trips and links with local businesses e.g. 

Science Technology Faraday Lectures, partnership with Local 

business, Geography fieldwork, Geography UK trip, French visits

• Activities Week on and off-island opportunities including 

exclusive Year 10 trip

• Sports Leaders Award through PE

• PSE Business Enterprise Unit

• Junior Football and Netball Organiser Awards

• Football Refereeing qualifications

• Students working with feeder primary schools

• School productions, steel bands and live gigs

• Double Award Vocational GCSEs

• Jersey French and Portuguese classes

• Access to Island wide Gifted and Talented programmes

• Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme

our vision statement:

Learning to be Your Best 
Through Excellence  
and Enjoyment

our mission statement:

Realising Individual Potential 
Through a Culture of Excellence

Going Further To Be Your Best

AmbitionAmbition

RespectRespect

ResilienceResilience

our core values

• we value everyone’s contribution to making  
the school a better place

• we pursue excellence and enjoyment for all
• we have high expectations
• we work together with respect, responsibility  

and trust
• we recognise success
• we take pride in all we do



• Prefects, Head Boy and Head Girl, Deputy Head Boy and Deputy 

Head Girl

• Trident Work-Related Learning (for two weeks during the Spring 

term of Year 10)

• Student Leadership Team

• Year 6 Open Evening 

• Collaboration with other year groups

• Sports Captains

• House Captains

• Primary Liaison Leaders

• Charity Work and fundraising e.g. Red Nose Day

• Year 7 Tutor Group Mentors

• Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme

• Yearbook Team

• Organisation of Social Events

• Motivational speakers

• International school links with Rennes and Atlanta

Personal development and Leadership Opportunities:

Going Further For Your Future

At Les Quennevais School, we strive to give our students the opportunities to become their best not just academically but socially, 

developing the skills and attitudes that are essential for the future. As part of the Upper School, you will become one of our school 

leaders which means you have exciting opportunities available to you.  

• Digital Leaders

• Primary Liaison Leaders

• Charity Work and fundraising e.g. Red Nose Day

• Year 7 Tutor Group Mentors

• Yearbook Team

• Organisation of Social Events

• Motivational speakers

• International school links with Rennes

• Pixl Edge

• School Parliament

Going Further For Your Future



Les Quennevais School Options Process 
2016/2017

November 2 14+ Hautlieu School visit to speak to students  

November 2 & 7 Year 9 Tutor and Parents Consultation Evenings

November 30 Year 9 Subject Parents Evening

January 5 Form Time Year 9 speak with Y11 about their courses

January 8 Extended Y9 Assembly: Decision Making

January 11 Year 9 Options Evening 

February 2 Completed Option Forms to be handled in

Les Quennevais School Options Process
2017 / 2018



Grace Burnouf  head girl

It is such an honour to be Head Girl at Les 

Quennevais School, representing a school I am so 

passionate about and thoroughly enjoy. For me, 

Les Quennevais is such a strong community where 

every individual is given the ability to flourish and the chance to be the 

very best they can be, during this crucial part of secondary education. 

This is exactly what the school has done for me, and I have enjoyed 

every second of taking part in representing the school and getting stuck 

in with the spirit of Les Quennevais. I will be very sad to leave but look 

forward to a future at Highlands College studying the Childcare course in 

preparation to become a primary school teacher, a long ambition of mine 

which this school has enabled me to do.    

Joel Turner  head boy

Les Quennevais School has not only provided 

me with academic achievements but has also 

nurtured me into the person I am. I am happy to 

have been part of this beloved, passionate and 

hard-working atmosphere which I will never forget. As Head boy, it 

has been my intention to help the school community in whatever way 

possible and leave behind a legacy that the school can benefit from. 

I have enjoyed being part of the school productions over the years 

playing several lead roles. After my time at Les Quennevais, I look to go 

to Hautlieu to study the International Baccalaureate diploma before 

going on to be an engineer. 

As senior students in the school we are proud to have been selected to be ambassadors for the school and are pleased to be 

working alongside staff in a student leadership role. We have enjoyed our time at Les Quennevais and the challenge presented by 

the diversity of our community. We are very much looking forward to helping and supporting younger students to be the best they 

can be and actively engage in all aspects of school life. We really believe that our views are taken seriously by both students and 

staff and that we have an important role to play.

Over to You



Gabrielle Le Clezio  deputy head girl 

Ever since my arrival at Les Quennevais School I 

have thrived in the family community surrounding it. 

During my time here, my confidence has soared to a 

point where I’ve come out of my comfort zone and 

taken part in the 2017 Peace Debate in the States Chambers. I will truly 

miss Les Quennevais. My dream is to become a writer and journalist.

Erika Van Halm  deputy head girl 

I have loved every moment at Les Quennevais, this 

place is like my home and I am extremely fortunate 

to have been given the role of Deputy Head Girl. 

The atmosphere at Les Quennevais is undoubtedly 

supportive and this school has shaped me into who I am today. It has 

also helped me develop my understanding of what it is I want to do 

when I leave school. I am looking forward to completing my GCSE’s and 

going on to further education to pursue my career in teaching.

Orla Brennan  deputy head girl 

I am delighted to have been chosen to be Deputy 

Head girl at Les Quennevais School. This school 

has developed my confidence from year 7 to 

where I am now, and I have all the supporting 

teachers to thank for that. Here at Les Quennevais we have a close 

community which then leads to special relationships with the teachers; 

which I have found incredibly beneficial and is reflected in my learning. 

In the future, I hope to go on to study at Hautlieu before going on to 

University to follow a Performing Arts Degree.  

Jan Bentley  deputy head boy

I have enjoyed my time here and have been 

encouraged and inspired to excel in the subjects 

that are my passion. I have tried to be a good role 

model to younger students and have encouraged 

them to play sport at whatever level they can in my role as sports 

captain. I am going on to study at Hautlieu and then hope to go on to 

work in the Finance industry. 

Oliver Norton  deputy head boy

I have enjoyed my time here at Les Quennevais 

and my favourite subjects have been Photography 

and Design Technology.  I have been encouraged 

to be creative and the best that I can be through 

the excellent relationship that I have with my Options teachers.  I 

have enjoyed having the opportunity to be a leader in the school and 

helping the younger students settle into the school.  My ambition is to 

become a professional rugby player and I have enjoyed representing Les 

Quennevais in all sports throughout the past 5 years. 

Joe Clough  deputy head boy

Here at Les Quennevais students are valued for 

the unique contributions that they make.  In the 

Upper School there is a more relaxed and informal 

relationship between teachers and students and 

this creates a special learning environment.  There is a wide range of 

opportunities for students to get involved in and I have particularly 

enjoyed being part of all of the musical activities.  When I leave I intend 

to go on to study A-Levels at Hautlieu. 



“Learning to be your best
- through excellence and enjoyment”

+44 (0) 1534 743171 | lesquennevais.sch.je 

Les Quennevais School, Clos des Sables, St Brelade, Jersey JE3 8JW


